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Jax.Net is creating products for miners, 
blockchain developers and cryptocurrency users 
based on the Jax.Network blockchain platform.



Logo
The company logo consists of three rounded

squares and the letters of the name. Minimum logo

height — 50 px or 10 mm. Corner radius size —

11% of the square width.



Clear space
The minimum size of the �eld around the logo,

which should not get foreign objects. For ease

of measurement, you should use a square from

the logo without changing its size and proportions.



Incorrect use It is necessary to avoid mistakes when using

the logo. Below are examples of the most

common mistakes.

Distort or warp in any way Add any special e�ects Use gradient

Crop photos or patterns inside Rotate or �ip in any way Apply a stroke



Wordmarks The sub-brands logos consist of the main logo

and a text attachment in the corporate font.



Wordmarks building
For the correct construction

of the wordmark see the guide below.

X 3X



Coins logos The Jax.Network blockchain has two digital coins –

JAX coins (Dark Blue) and JAXNET coins (Gold).

JAX JAXNET



Favicon Favicon — the icon of a website or web page.

Use it only in this environment and only in the form

that is presented here.

http://www.translate.ru/


HEX #E7A634

RGB 231-166-52

CMYK 12-37-80-2

PANTONE 7409 CP

Colors

HEX #152172

RGB 21-33-114

CMYK 100-91-36-29

PANTONE 281 CP

The main palette should be used for all JAX marketing 

communications. The palette has been designed

to preserve the brand's originality and o�er

�exibility in design.

HEX #4C79CB

RGB 76-121-203

CMYK 82-49-10-0

PANTONE 2172 CP

Dark Blue JAX Blue JAXNET Gold
80% 10% 10%



Additional colors

JAXNET Coin JAX Coin

Gradients are used only in a digital environment:

in an app or on a website. Yellow gradient – refers to the 

JAXNET coin, blue to JAX. These gradients should only

be used where the coin data is mentioned.

LINEAR — 45°

#FFCE79 — #E6A430

LINEAR — 45°

#B9CBED — #839AC3



Inversion The inverted version of the brandmar k

the logotype is painted in a white color.



Monochrome version Sometimes it is impossible to use the full-colored

version of the logotype for instance in laser engraving

or embossing. In such cases the monochrome version

must be used.



Typography

A Scalable, 
Decentralized and 
Secure Blockchain

The main corporate font Space Grotesk is a modern 

technological grotesque with contrasting shapes.

Space Grotesk   Only Regular



Text Styles
Working on typography follow the simple layout

principles described here.

This Text Headline 
set in Regular
This Body Text is 35% of the Text Headline and set in Regular too. 
This style is also applicable for short text — captions.

Text Headline

Leading 100%

Tracking 0

Body Text

Leading 110%

Tracking 0



Pattern
The corporate pattern is based on the squares

of the logo and visualizes the key principle

of blockchain — decentralization.



Diagonal block
This is a secondary element after the square, which can

be used in informal elements of the corporate identity —

social media or merch.



Graphic elements
On the basis of a square, diagonal block and circle

can be created di�erent forms for the purpose of an abstract 

visualisation for the cover of the topic of an article or a video.



Graphic elements
Graphic elements can be used on a white background.



A4 document



Whitepaper









Presentation



Facebook & Instagram



YouTube



Medium



Brochure



Badge



Merch



Thank you
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